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wall store
A modular high density office storage system

K2

Tenon Wall Store is constructed from
high density particle board faced on

wall store

both sides with non-glare melamine.
Doors, infill panels and backs are

tenon

With floor space being an expensive commodity for any business,

edged with a 3mm PVC lipping.

Doors

the application of Tenon Wall Store makes sound economic sense.
As well as being highly space efficient, the system is totally

Doors are fitted with high specification Espagnolette locks and hinges

demountable and can be easily relocated and reconfigured. It has

to ensure robust and dependable performance. Units have adjustable

long-term value which makes it an attractive financial investment.

feet to overcome uneveness in flooring levels.

Concept

Tenon Wall Store has the backing of full site surveying and installation
services if required.

Designed to integrate with, and to compliment, the full range of Tenon
partitioning systems; Tenon Wall Store is a simple but effective concept

Inter-connecting office doors are accommodated into the partitioning

which utilises ceiling-height, variable modular storage units. Wall

via pre-fabricated integral door modules.

lengths are assembled from a choice of elevation options to provide
compact and streamlined storage. These can be used as both free-

Tenon Wall Store can be used to accommodate cabling and service

standing room dividers or as partition walls for cellular offices.

ducts so providing an effective means of concealment. The system can
also be fitted with a double back and sound-deadening insulation to

The system offers an extensive choice of door and drawer

enhance inter-office acoustics.

configurations as well as the potential to include open shelving and
display features. Furthermore, audio-visual presentational equipment
such as screens and television monitors can be easily accommodated.

Tenon Wall Store is extremely cost-effective
when compared with other storage methods.

wall store

Bespoke colourways
Tenon Wall Store can be manufactured to match furniture and
interior detailing in most veneer finishes.
Standard finishes provide a choice of two frame-work finishes Light Grey and Dark Grey, and four standard melamine door
finishes - Light Grey, Dark Grey, Light Oak and Cherry.
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Choice

Fittings

The broad palette of finishes, along with the extensive range of

A metal ladder shelving system provides an effective method for

elevation options, offers the designer and specifier great creative

the arrangement and adjustment of internal configurations. Lateral

freedom. With Wall Store, there is the potential to tailor

filing can be accommodated by using standard filing frames or

installations to suit every kind of corporate requirement ranging

metal combination shelves with integral filling rails.

from the busiest work environment to the more prestigious and
status conscious locations of reception and boardroom.

1. Combination shelf with lateral filing frame.
2. Pull-out frame for lateral filing.

Office doors incorporated with the Tenon Wall Store system are

3. Pull-out frame for horizontal filing.

fitted with a range of door furniture available ex-stock in polished

4. Slotted metal shelf.

brass, polished stainless steel and nylon; aluminium finishes are

5. Pull-out reference shelf.

also available in virtually any RAL or BS colour. Skirting

6. Pull-out filing draw with horizontal filing.

components can be specified to match corporate livery or to

7.

Wardrobe conversion fittings.

co-ordinate with furniture or building fabric finishes.
Each Tenon Wall Store consists of a starter unit and an extension
or a number of extension units. When used as a partition, units
can be arranged to provide storage which can be accessed from

The shelving support system offers 14mm
height adjustment of shelves.

each side. Back panels match the finishes and detailing of doors
and frame-work components.

A modular high density office storage system

Wallstore is only one of the systems that forms
the Tenon range. Other products in the range include:

fire & sound

washrooms

flexplus

operable walls

ovation

vitrage

scion

accessories

www.tenonpartitions.co.uk
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